Film Themes of the Nineties

The English Patient
Scored by Gabriel Yared
Medley: Main Theme...Rupert Bear...Kip's Lights...Read Me To Sleep
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Aria from The Goldberg Variations by JS Bach
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Mission: Impossible
Scored by Danny Elfman
Main Theme by Lalo Schifrin
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Love Theme?
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The Nightmare Before Christmas
Scored by Danny Elfman
Christmas Eve Montage
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Schindler's List
Scored by John Williams
Medley: Main Theme...Remembrances
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Sense And Sensibility
Scored by Patrick Doyle
Medley: Weep You No More, Sad Fountains...My Father's Favourite...
All The Delights Of The Season...Steam Engine...
Excellent Notion...There Is Nothing Lost...The Dreame
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The Silence Of The Lambs
Scored by Howard Shore
Main Theme
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Toy Story
Scored by Randy Newman
Medley: You've Got A Friend In Me...Strange Things...
I Will Go Sailing No More
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